Moin, I am Michael.

I build digital products
and facilitate innovation.
Do you need hands-on support with your product development?
Or someone to temporarily lead your product teams as a CPO/Head
of Product?
I am used to join development teams in no time and lead them to
deliver value from day one.
I work on a freelance basis, both remote and on-site in the EU, and
have expertise in Healthcare, Diversity&Inclusion and Enterprise Tools.

By leveraging your team's full
potential I ensure a product
delivery in time, budget and
quality.
Human-centric mindset
Strong system-thinking skills
Entrepreneurial spirit
North-German Gelassenheit

+ 49 170 53 35 945
michael@keinstandard.de

Some bullet points about me

People who prefer more details or a CV find more about me on the last pages.

Broad generalist wearing multiple hats, able to analyse and
understand super fast, asking uncomfortable questions and
motivate teams
9+ years in the „Digital World“ with roles like COO, Management
Consultant, Product Owner, Product Manager, Agile Coach, Service
Designer, User Researcher, Entrepreneur
Clients range from corporates to SMEs to startups. Often with
focus on healthcare, life sciences, corporate tools and diversity &
inclusion topics
Used to facilitate and manage the complete process from project
request to delivery (55+ projects, up to 1.2M € budget
responsibility)
Flexible engagements from 1 day to 6+ months, both remotely or
on-site in the EU, preferably in Kiel, Hamburg or Berlin
Fun and Serious Play, especially Lego, is key for team building,
ideation, research, strategy and development processes

If you have a challenging project and need to organize the product
team in the most efficient way - Michael definitely can help you! He
was also able to combine the processes of a creative team with
development ones, taking the best parts from both approaches to
improve the efficiency of the teams cooperation.
Paweł Dyrek, interim CTO & Technology Consulting Manager Codete GmbH
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55+ projects with happy clients
and smiling users.
About four of them I want to tell you a bit more.

Btw, these are some other organisations I worked with
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Enable MedTech Sales Reps to
sell digital, but regulatory safe.
Role: Product Lead/PO/Lead Consultant
A German business unit, acquired 10 years ago by an American MedTech
corporate, needed to become digital, allowing their 45+ year old sales reps to
sell interactive and individual, while staying regulatory safe & reducing print cost.
I was lead consultant, developed the client from a project to a product mindset,
created the whole product strategy & and led the following implementation and
launch of the enterprise iOS application and custom backend.
All operational aspects of PO role, including management of remote
development team
Complete stakeholder management (internally and externally), reporting and
communication
Introduction of agile processes and tools as well as training of client
Full budget responsibility and business development
Facilitation of innovation and discovery workshops
Creation of shared understanding of clients business requirements
(regulation, markets, product lines, target groups, internal processes,..)
Translation of requirements into a strategy as well as a scalable, modular
concept for a digital solution

Rita Baxmann
Global Marketing Manager
Clinical Diagnostics
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Michael supported us very much in the conception/development of our digital
sales app in a way that was really amazing: He listened carefully to deeply
understand our needs and then easily translated all details into an intuitive
algorithm, in an extremely short period of time. I think today nobody in our
organization could imagine working without this sales app because it gives
everyone also a certainty in respecting the regulatory guidelines worldwide in life
science. Michael very quickly took on all these quite diverse aspects in regulatory
affairs. Everyone of my colleagues including myself very much appreciate the
positive atmosphere he brings in and his way of discovering possible links
among our tools and processes we haven‘t even noticed before.
Thank you, Michael! We are really happy with our app!
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Make personal financial
investment accessible online
and digitise banking processes
Role: PM/PO

I helped a German bank to become digital by developing an easy-to-use
orderflow and customer profile, which is connected to internal systems of the
bank as well as 3rd party systems. Some of the specific project challenges were
to stay in line with regulatory requirements and ensuring high security and
availability of the system. Also I needed to find interim-solutions to mitigate notyet-available services form 3rd party providers and bring long-established
processes into the digital world.
Definition of requirements and development of concepts
Introduction of development processes and tools
Clarification of technical issues and challenges with 3rd party providers like
IDnow, Fiducia,
All operational aspects of PO role, inluding management of remote
development team
Ensuring all regulatory requirements (WpHG) & limits are met and considered
Creation and regular grooming of backlog
Testing on multiple environments and platforms
Product/System documentation (regulatory and data privacy purposes)

Jörn Bungartz
General Partner at Meisterwerk Ventures,
former Head of Technical Product
Management Biotronik
Michael supported me in the development of a SaaS system as a freelance
project manager/product owner. He clarified requirements with the client,
developed concepts and divided them into work packages, prioritized them and
implemented them with our nearshoring team. Michael's support was
immediately noticeable from day one. He is able to find his way into new topics
very quickly, takes responsibility immediately and brings in his own ideas. In
doing so, he consistently takes the customer/user perspective and thus provides
decisive impulses at all levels, right up to the product strategy. His manner is
relaxed, friendly, very open and uncomplicated. I have always enjoyed working
with Michael and I can recommend him for agile software development projects
at any time.
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Connect a corporate with
innovation and collaborators
Role: Consultant, PM
I supported Bayer to open up to the world, find and partner with innovative
companies, startups, solutions and technologies.
For 4 years I was key contact for Bayers Open Innovation initiatives and led
strategy, concept and implementation of communication websites, submission
portals and an overall innovation portal, that brought all activities and initiatives
together in one place. I was project manager for the first One Pager website
within Bayer (back then an impossibility and revelation..) and consulted the
responsible initiative leaders from idea to implementation and maintenance.
Specific project challenges:
Development of modern, state-of-the-art design and technology in a very
restrictive field (conservative design guidelines, technical restrictions)
Balance between individual and shared branding for the initiatives
Easy-to-use submission systems
Multi-language sites for regional demands
Translation of scientific requirements in easy-to-use content
Initiatives I was responsible for:
Grants4Apps (Focus on digital healthcare projects)
Grants4Apps Accelerator (Focus on digital healthcare startups)
Multiple regional versions of Grants4Apps & Grants4Apps Accelerator
Grants4Indications (Focus on new therapeutic indications for Bayer
compounds)
Grants4Targets CropScience (Focus on ideas for novel molecular targets in
crop protection that help to achieve higher yield, quality and safety in crops)
Grants4Targets Pharmaceuticals (Focus on validation of pharmaceutical
targets and testing of hypothesis)
Grants4Tech (Focus on robotics use in quality control)
Grants4Leads (Focus on innovative drug development)
Grants4Leads AnimalHealth (Focus on promising small molecules possibly
suited for development as an anti-bacterial for farm or companion animals)
Grants4Traits (Focus on novel approaches and enabling technologies that
could enable innovative traits in crops)
PartnerYourAntibodies (Focus on evaluation of antibodies or derivatives with
Bayer support)
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Turning Titanic around.
Role: Interim PM/PO & Scrum Master

As part of a bigger transformation project, which would reduce the number of
vendors for a cruise company, the agency was tasked with rebuilding an existing
travel management platform and migrating it into their system.
This specific project part was causing problems due to multiple reasons such as
missing documentation, unclear requirements, change requests during the
project, different stakeholder requirements, unreliable third party providers and
much more.
I joined this project in a critical phase and took over the complete project from
the leaving PM within 2 weeks and led the project until finalisation and hand-over
to the new, permanent PM.
All operational aspects of PO role
Complete stakeholder management (internally and externally), reporting and
communication
Strategic assessment of situation and creation of updated, agreed on
requirements
Introduction of processes and facilitation of SCRUM ceremonies
Clean-up of existing Jira issues and translation of requirements into user
stories/tasks
Re-Building and motivation of project team (2-3 Backend Devs, 1 Frontend
Dev, 1 QA, 1 Design)

Want to learn more?

I am happy to share more about my
projects during a call.
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What people say about me.

Michael really lives up to the new work mindset. I know him as a
very hard working, open-minded colleague who is always there
to help, never afraid to challenge an existing approach or idea,
but also constructively collaborates in finding solutions. When
Michael is convinced about something, you will soon be too.
Anne Schmitt, UX Researcher & Usability Engineer, Ada Health

Michael is an amazing coach in HCD and I was amazed by his
emphasis and energy in trusting the creativity process which
delivered great results. I highly recommend Michael for your product
development and market research needs.
Patrick Cyusa, Social Impact Incubator, Rwanda Cohort Lead

Michael takes on each project as if it were his own company,
making him a hands-on, ambitious and energetic leader. Not
only does he see the greater picture, but he also thinks through
complexities in great detail. When confronted with challenges,
he gladly takes them on while keeping a uplifting attitude that
motivates the whole team.
Madison Mitschke, Senior Product Manager Klarna

Michael is a conscientious professional who worked tirelessly to
successfully coordinate multiple remote technical teams whilst at
the same time managing, distilling and negotiating complex design
requirements from the client. Michael is a friendly and creative
project leader who is always open to try new ways of working in
order to ensure the project's success
Rudi Yardley, Senior Software Developer

It’s rare to come across a guy like Michael, who has such an
outstanding work ethic and oversight on projects, teammanagement and business development. I had the pleasure to work
on several projects with him and enjoyed it very much and I predict
a bright future for him.
Kurt Steinwald, Creative Director bei Mediaapparat

Michael Martens has been an integral part of our prototyping
week mentoring team for years. He knows better than anyone
how to bring a large group of curious people, students and
entrepreneurs to creative top performances and fast prototypes.
In terms of rapid prototyping, design thinking, product
development and pitching, we couldn't ask for a better mentor.
Alexander Ohrt, opencampus.sh & Prototypingweek Kiel
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CV - Michael Martens
PM/PO, Consultant
2013 - today

keinstandard GmbH

With my company keinstandard I am helping organizations navigate
the digital age and meet their customers needs & values.
Over the years I worked on over 55 projects and accounts for multiple
agencies or clients directly.
In the projects I often have roles likes Management Consultant, PO, PM,
Agile Coach, Service Designer, Workshop Facilitator. I can work both
operational and strategic in agile and traditional development setups.
Using different methods and formats and porcesses like Design
Thinking, Design Sprints, Service Design, SCRUM, Business Model
Canvas, Value Proposition Design, Prototyping or Lego Serious Play I
lead your team towards their goal. Fun always included.

CEO, Co-Founder
2018 - 2020

Fairlanguage (Gesellschaft für gerechte
Kommunikation mbH)

Partner
2012 - 2017

FTWK GmbH & Co. KG

I co-founded Fairlanguage, a startup working on gender equality
through language. We provide consulting & services as well as digital
tools which help people to
communicate without discrimination. It‘s a tough market, but an
exciting journey.
For 5 years I was a leading part of Berlin-based FTWK. We transformed
into a self-organized product & innovation company, always
challenging the established and bringing back the power to the
people. If you guess what the acronym FTWK stands for, the next drink
is on me.
My roles ranged from leading client services (Product Development,
Service Design, Account Management, facilitation and ideation) to
operational topics (Finance, Organisational Development, Coaching).

Student
2012 - 2013

TU Berlin & University Duisburg - Essen

Gastro Hero
2007 - 2011

A lot of Bars and Restaurants in Germany

I tried to study economical informatics, physics and economics. Not
my world. I liked the socialiasing aspects though.
Service, Service, Service. As barkeeper, waiter and host I loved to
deliver just the best experiences to guests. A great school for my
professional life in the “Digital World”. And still a hobby today.

I would definitely recommend Michael to anyone who is looking for
an energetic, positive and competent consultant. His ability to create
the perfect team atmosphere for learning has been impressive.
Olga Sganzerla, Strategic Service Designer Zurich Insurance
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Michael's energy, passion, and interpersonal skills drove our team to
achieve what we set out for. I admire his ability to facilitate insight
identification, drive strategic action, and inject enthusiasm into any
task.
Saisrikar Pogaru, Account Manager at Facebook

Detailed description of Michael Martens

Michael is a broad generalist wearing several hats, who is able to analyse and
understand super fast, ask uncomfortable questions and motivate teams. Over 9
years in the "Digital World" with functions such as COO, management consultant,
product owner, product manager, agile coach, service designer, user researcher,
entrepreneur. He is used to facilitate and manage the whole process from project
request to delivery (55+ projects, up to 1.2m € budget responsibility).
Michael is used to quickly join and lead existing development teams and
delivering value from day one. In his role as freelance product owner or manager,
he works both operationally and strategically in agile and traditional development
setups. He also brings experience as an agile coach/scrum master.
His strong entrepreneurial mindset combined with proven communication skills
allows him to balance technology, business and user requirements so that the
team can create a truly great product with a positive impact on the world. He
uses various methods and formats (such as Design Thinking, Design Sprints,
Service Design, Business Model Canvas, Value Proposition Design, Prototyping,
Lego Serious Play) to guide your team towards its goal.
Michael is not a developer, but people still call him a hacker from time to time.
Having a robust understanding of technical concepts, terms and technologies, he
likes to sit down with developers and solve complex issues together in the code.
He is used to git, can read code and encountered many situations, where he
pointed teams stuck in a deadend to the right solutions or approach.
Michael has been responsible for the design, development, launch and
maintenance of all types of products, including mobile applications (webapp,
hybrid, native), portals, platforms, communication websites, enterprise tools,
backend systems, office add-ins and browser extensions.
Customers include Bayer, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Biotronik, Roche, Boehringer
Ingelheim, AOK, Evivecare, ZF, O2 Telefonica, Telekom, Tui Cruises, McKinsey, Facton,
Bankhaus Herzogpark, Red Bull. And some more with strict NDAs.
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I am looking
forward to working
with you.
Feel free to book a meeting in my
calendar or contact me directly.
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